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We first became aware of the makeshift trees when Angelica Spaninks of MU Eindhoven invited us to participate in the Make a Forest project, an initiative by Ann van der swaag and Joanna van der santden, explains Mkgk co-founder Gus Kusters. The short one was to develop an artificial tree, which we found interesting because much of our work is mostly about the translation
of nature. It was Angelica's plan to drive us to another studio from Eindhoven: Raw Color. Both we and Raw Color used to do custom projects that dealt with natural themes, so Angelica thought that we would be interested in collaborating. We decided from the time that we didn't want to make it static as the trees move constantly The key element of the brief was simply that the
tree should be artificial. Although at first it seemed like a simple task, creating a fake tree actually turned out to be quite difficult. We talked a lot with Christophe and Daniela from Raw Color about the task and difficulties of making artificial wood. We decided from the beginning that we don't want to make it static like, although they can be very slow, the trees are moving constantly.
They grow, change shape, change color, density and so on. And that is our challenge. The work is still to be decided, so we got together with Gus and Martin from MKGK and talked about ideas, inspiration and what the project can and shouldn't be, says Raw Color partner Danier Ter Haar. It's sometimes very helpful to know what you don't want. In this case, it certainly helped to
narrow our path to the final result. We started with research. In an effort to get as much information as possible, we went to the tree doctor in four. This man knew so much about the trees, it was inspiring to see what passion it was for him. We visited his office where he told us about them in general; explaining that the average lifespan of a tree in a inhabited area is only 10 years,
despite the fact that they have the potential to live longer than humans. We went to the doctor in a tree. This man knew so much about the trees that it was inspiringHod shocked by this information, we were also very interested. This interest leads to brainstorming and some tests, and has led to the concept of creating a series of photos or films as the end result. In some cases,
models had to throw materials into the air more than 80 times to get the desired result We wanted to show the time of the trees and create silhouettes with everyday things. It was decided that the material used should not be natural - we wanted to create a tree proposal without the use of branches and leaves. This left the question of what the barrel would consist of. At first we
thought about installing, but it would mean a lot of construction and material use that somehow didn't feel good. Later in the process, the answer to bodies of people as a barrel, with weapons branches, entered. The final aspect was to recreate the movement of the trees, which we did by throwing simple household items into the air and freezing moments through the images. We
then started layering the images on top of each other to create movement and replicate how different trees look at different times, in different weather conditions. Raw was carefully selected extensive manufacturing research was a fun affair, mainly comments by Mkgk co-founder Martin Kolk. Doing a photo shoot was interesting because it's about being creative in place, with a lot
of action. When we first presented the project, some people said they didn't think it suited us, but I disagree. We don't often take videos or photos, but rather use it as a tool to explore. That's how I see the temporary trees of the project; as a very extensive study with great care in execution. This project really made us realize that as living beings, trees are extremely important to us,
but are seen simply as objects by many. Therefore, showing the life of trees in relation to man became the main goal of the project, and the final concept turned out to be the movements and actions of a person who turns into a tree. Poplar shoot used a column of green balloons as foliage I was very pleased with the end result, especially with the way the pictures were exhibited as
light boxes installations in the floor of the open space where the wind moved them a bit like real trees. The light effect at night was also very beautiful. But I think what I like the most is that you can look at each individual photo as a moment that celebrates the trees. This article originally appeared in the issue of Computer Arts 219Liked is it? Read this! When choosing trees for
small gardens, The key is to go for varieties that are slow and small, says multi-award-winning landscape designer, Joe Perkins.Joe - who won the gold medal, Best in category and best construction at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show 2019 for his garden, behind the screen sponsored by Facebook - talks us through garden trees perfect for compact open spaces, including the best
small garden tree for spring and autumn and top choice for wild animals. When it comes to small gardens, there are a number of lovely trees to choose from. But this simple fact also means when it comes to choosing the best for you, you are probably too spoilt for choice. To choose one to design a project, I start by focusing on what the tree is for and what the existing garden
conditions are like. For example, is autumn color a priority? Or is round group screening a necessity? Maybe wildlife is at the forefront of your gardening agenda? The most important question is to weigh how much space is available for the tree to grow without having to become or looking completely out of scale with his surroundings. Too many times I have visited potential clients
and come across with huge willow crying, for example, but it was beautiful but overwhelming. The same applies to any number of large conifers (not to mention Leylandia...) and even silver birch. So when choosing trees for small gardens, I go for species and varieties that are both slowly growing and small... 1. Snowy Mespilus / Amelanchier lamarckiiOne of the most attractive
characteristics of this beautiful plant is that it throws a very light shade because of its leaf structure. Instead of completely blocking light from a small space, it allows the sun's rays to seep beautifully. Spring color and autumn color make this tree a well-known favorite among gardeners all over the world. It will reach about eight meters in height, spreading four meters or so. 2.
Parrotia persicaPersian Ironwood makes a beautiful multi-stage tree and, according to the Royal Horticultural Society, will reach four to eight meters with equal distribution. However, it grows slowly and can be trimmed to form, meaning the width can be controlled quite easily. This makes it ideal for sewing it perfectly for your open space. It offers the most brilliant autumn color and
will create a real point of conversation in the garden. 3. Crab apples there are many flowering crab apple trees that are perfect for wildlife conscious gardeners who have only a small space to work with. Malus Toringo is a small Japanese crab with a semi-painting habit. Blossoms in white flowers, followed by small red and sometimes yellow fruits; it also copes well with heavy soil
comes winter. Malus trilobata, originating from the eastern Mediterranean, has a vertical habit. It can grow to six meters high after 25 years, but with the spread of only three meters. It also blooms with white flowers and maple leaves that turn a stunning deep red going into autumn, which, aesthetically, makes it ideal for small garden spaces. AcersNo the score of small trees will
be complete without mentioning the delicately beautiful Acers. The Amur maple, or Acer ginnala as it is also called, is an average tree of seven to 10 meters in height. It's one of the best for bright autumn colors, and a quick come-on in the leaf in the spring months. Acer buergerianum is a Trident maple. This is another very pretty average tree that can reach about 10 meters and is
also more reliable than our previous Acer ginnala, a tolerable drop in temperature of about -25 Celsius. Although they are larger than Japanese maples, these two are slowly growing and should take about 20 years to reach full size. 5. Autumnalis Rosea My personal favorite, Autumnalis Rosea should be my favorite cherry. This winter flowering tree blooms with small pink flowers
that open intermittently from November to April. Just looking at this beauty lifts the spirits at of the most boring winter days. It reaches only about five meters with a four-meter spread and will sit comfortably in the smallest spaces. There are many other trees, of course, too many to name here. Teh Teh It is important to do your research and choose a tree that will remind you why
you chose it and what will reward you in years to come. Trees, after all, are an investment in time. Like this article? Sign up for our newsletter to get more articles as it is delivered directly to your inbox. SIGN UP This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io the magic faraway tree pdf free. enid blyton the magic faraway tree pdf. the magic faraway tree collection pdf. the magic faraway tree pdf free download
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